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Executive Summary 
The In Game Engine is a game that simulates the functionality of a game engine through 
simple tasks such as entity creation, interaction, management, and behavior through a user 
interface. The project was created in the Unreal Engine and utilizes the Blueprints Visual 
Scripting system to handle these tasks for developers. 
Terminology 
Actor:​ As supplied by the Unreal Engine’s documentation, an actor is “ any object that can be 
placed into a level.” An actor may be treated as an entity. See “entity” below. 
Animation: ​Within the context of this project, animation is interchangeable with behavior. See 
“behavior” below. 
Behavior:​ Behavior is an action applied to an entity to be simulated within a video game. 
Blueprints: ​Short for the Blueprints Visual Scripting system, and defined by Epic Games as “a 
complete gameplay scripting system based on the concept of using a node-based interface to 
create gameplay elements from within Unreal Editor” ("Blueprints Visual Scripting"). 
Components:​ As supplied by the Unreal Engine’s documentation, a component is “a special 
type of object designed to be used as sub-objects within actors.” Simply, a component is an 
entity that makes up a bigger entity. 
Entity:​ As described by Wikipedia’s article on Entity component system, an entity is any object 
in a video game’s scene. An entity consists of an id and a container of components, which add 
functionality or behavior to an entity. 
Game Engine:​ A framework of tools used to abstract the utilization of common tasks like 
graphics rendering, input handling, physics simulations, and more that are used in the creation 
of video games (Ward). 
Game developer:​ A person who creates and manages video games. 
UI: ​User Interface. The visual, interactable menu that accepts user input so as mouse clicks. 
Unreal:​ See “Unreal Engine” below. 
Unreal Editor:​ The software provided with the Unreal Engine for creating and developing 
games within the Unreal Engine. 
Unreal Engine:​ The Unreal Engine is a game engine produced and freely distributed by Epic 
Games. Referred to as “Unreal” in this document. 
Unreal Engine 4:​ The latest iteration of Epic Games’ Unreal Engine. 
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Introduction 
The birth of a video game is a rather involved process. The complexity of a video game’s 
creation may be seen in the sum of its parts. Before video games, entertainment has been 
expressed through movies, plays, stories, audio, and other experiences. Each bring about their 
own challenges and complexities, such as the staging of a set or the pace of a story’s plot. Video 
games draw from each of these mediums to create something of an amalgamation of audio, 
video, story, physical setting, and the introduction of consumer interaction. The art of creating 
a product comprised of all of these disciplines is a challenge unto itself. 
The technology involved in bringing together these elements of media can be quite 
daunting. For the game developer, an essential asset to this process is thus the game engine. A 
game engine assists the game developer in managing all of these elements and creating a 
coherent product. 
The In Game Engine is a game engine. The name “In Game Engine” refers to the fact 
that the project itself was created within Unreal Engine 4 as a game. Therefore, the In Game 
Engine is a game of a game engine for creating games created within a game engine. At its core, 
the In Game Engine is a simulation that provides some of the basic functionality of a game 
engine to a user. 
Rationale 
The In Game Engine was created to be used by the Computer Science department at 
The University of Akron as a teaching asset for game development classes. The purpose of the 
project is to provide game development students with a simplified example of what a game 
engine will provide for them. For example: the In Game Engine allows users to create, 
manipulate, and destroy entities. The engine itself does the work of managing the technical 
side of creating these entities, modifying internal values, and handling memory changes upon 
their destruction. This saves the user the work of doing these tasks manually, and this gives the 
user more time to focus on higher-level demands such as design. 
The mindset behind the design of the In Game Engine was to create an example that 
relies on simple mechanics already employed by Unreal. The project borrows a few actors from 
Unreal’s First Person Shooter sample, and actor behaviors are based on physics calculations 
built into Unreal. The UI is designed to be clean and intuitive, and it includes descriptions within 
the In Game Engine as to the functionality offered. 
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Implementation 
The Blueprints Visual Scripting system provided by Unreal is utilized by the In Game 
Engine to do some of the tasks described above. Blueprints is a form of programming that was 
utilized to bring about the functionality of the In Game Engine. Blueprints consists of blocks, 
nodes, and connections representing functions, values, and references, respectively. An 
example of Blueprints is provided in Figure 1 below. Detailed notes on the Blueprints 
implementation of the In Game Engine will be provided in the following sections. 
Figure 1: The EventGraph of the BuildCharacter actor, exhibiting multiple sections of functionality provided to the 
actor through Blueprints. 
Interaction with the In Game Engine occurs mainly in a square environment with four 
walls and a floor, as depicted in Figure 2 below. This area is a modification of the level that is 
provided with Unreal’s First Person Shooter sample with extra actors removed. 
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Figure 2: The In Game Engine’s game environment. 
The In Game Engine features two modes: a play mode, and a build mode. Play mode 
allows the user to control a FirstPersonCharacter and interact with actors. Build mode emulates 
a game engine and allows the user to manipulate the game world while controlling a 
BuildCharacter. The user may freely switch between the two modes to make modifications to 
the game environment and then interact with it. Controls for using each of these modes are 
provided in the sections following. 
Play Mode Controls 
Input Action 
W or Up Arrow Move forward 
S or Down Arrow Move back 
A or Left Arrow Strafe left 
D or Right Arrow Strafe right 
Spacebar Jump 
Mouse Movement Aim 
Left Mouse Button Fire physics projectile 
Enter Toggle build mode 
Table 1: Controls for the FirstPersonCharacter during play mode. 
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Build Mode Controls 
Input Action 
W or Up Arrow Pan camera up 
S or Down Arrow Pan camera down 
A or Left Arrow Pan camera left 
D or Right Arrow Pan camera right 
+ or Mouse Wheel Up Zoom camera in 
- or Mouse Wheel Down Zoom camera out 
Left Mouse Button Context-specific interaction 
Right Mouse Button Context-specific interaction 
Enter Toggle build mode 
Table 2: Controls for the BuildCharacter during build mode. 
FirstPersonCharacter 
The FirstPersonCharacter actor is featured from Unreal’s First Person Shooter sample. It 
is implemented as provided. When starting the In Game Engine, the user will immediately 
assume control of a FirstPersonCharacter actor. Projectiles fired from the FirstPersonCharacter 
will bounce against surfaces and apply physics impulses to the first actor the projectile comes in 
contact with. 
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Figure 3: The FirstPersonCharacter actor as it appears in the editor. 
BuildCharacter 
The BuildCharacter actor is controlled by the user while in build mode. The user is given 
a top-down perspective of the environment and the BuildMenu is displayed. The user may 
move the camera around as well as zoom it in and out as they wish. 
Figure 4: The BuildCharacter actor as it appears in the editor. 
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Movement Events 
The InputAxis events in figure 5 dictate the panning movement of the BuildCharacter. 
The events are similar to those of the FirstPersonCharacter, but instead of adding movement 
input to the BuildCharacter, the BuildCharacter is repositioned according to input multiplied by 
a movement speed. This approach was chosen due to the BuildCharacter inheriting character 
physics in Unreal. Adding movement input requires accounting for momentum and friction, 
which is undesirable for a menu-like implementation. 
Figure 5: BuildCharacter events for camera panning. 
The InputAction events in figure 6 dictate the zooming movement of the BuildCharacter. 
As described above, repositioning is used instead of adding movement for more responsive 
camera control. A separate scroll speed is used here for dictating how fast the user zooms in 
and out. 
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Figure 6: BuildChatacter events for camera zooming. 
BuildMenu Initialization Event 
When the In Game Engine is started, BuldCharacter’s Begin Play event is called. When 
this event is fired, BuildCharacter creates and attaches a BuildMenu widget to itself and calls 
the Random Change function for the first time. 
Figure 7: The Begin Play event for BuildCharacter. 
Mouse Selection Events 
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When the user clicks anywhere on the screen while controlling the BuildCharacter, and 
the user isn’t selecting part of the BuildMenu, these events are called. The hit result of the 
mouse is found, and the components of the hit result are distributed to other parts of the Event 
Graph. Depending on the value of the Mode variable and the mouse button pressed, other 
functions will be called. The Mode value and the functions called correspond to the menu 
currently open in the BuildMenu. 
Figure 8: Left Mouse Button and Right Mouse Button events for BuildCharacter. 
Create Actions 
When the BuildMenu’s create menu is open, the BuildCharacter enables the user to left 
click to create actors and right click to remove actors. The actor created will be of the Selected 
Class variety (set by the BuildMenu’s drop-down list), will be added to an array of actors called 
Entities, will have its color set (another BuildMenu drop-down list selection), and will have its 
Set Active function called with a false boolean passed. When an actor is removed, it is removed 
from the array list of actors, it will be passed to the Remove Entity Behavior function, and it will 
be destroyed. The system of storing existing actors in an array is used so that actors may be 
“paused” through their Set Active function when the user switches to build mode. 
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Figure 9: Create menu functions 
Paint Actions 
When the paint menu of the BuildMenu is open, users may left click on actors and 
change their texture, essentially changing the actors’ colors. The selected actor has its Set Color 
function called with a string value passed from the BuildMenu’s paint menu drop-down list. 
Figure 10: Paint menu function.  
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Modify Actions 
The modify menu of the BuildMenu allows user to move and rotate actors through the 
BuildCharacter by left and right clicking, respectively. When left clicking, a gate is opened 
allowing the actor to be updated every tick. Every tick this gate is opened, the actor’s position 
will be updated with the mouse cursor’s X and Y value. A similar situation happens with 
rotating; when the right mouse button is held, a gate is opened that updates the rotation of the 
actor every tick. In this case, though, the rotation is equivalent to the distance the mouse has 
moved after the initial right click before releasing. 
Figure 11: Modify menu functions. 
Animate Actions 
When the BuildMenu’s animate menu is open, the user may assign behaviors to actors 
through the BuildCharacter. When left clicking on an actor, a behavior is applied by adding that 
actor to an array. The array is decided by the value of the behavior as chosen from the 
BuildMenu’s animate menu drop-down list. As only one behavior can be applied to an actor at a 
time by design, Remove Entity Behavior is called before assigning a new behavior. When 
removing behavior from an actor by right clicking, just the Remove Entity Behavior function is 
called. 
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Figure 12: Animate menu functions 
Follow and Flee Behavior Logic 
When an actor is assigned behavior, it is added to a specific array. Each tick the In Game 
Engine is running, the above Blueprints is accessed to simulate behavior in these actors. Follow 
behavior is simulated by taking each actor, determining the direction of the 
FirstPersonCharacter from the actor, and applying a force in that direction. Flee behavior works 
similarly, but the force is applied in the opposite direction instead. 
Figure 13: Follow and flee behaviors in the BuildCharacter Event Graph. 
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Random Behavior Logic 
Random behavior iterates through each actor in the Random Entities array and adds a 
force to that actor. The direction of the force is dictated by a variable named Random Direction, 
which is periodically updated with a new, random direction per the Random Change function. 
Figure 14: Random behavior in the BuildCharacter Event Graph. 
Set Build Mode Active Function 
This function dictates whether build mode is active or not based on a boolean 
parameter. If true is passed, each actor created by the BuildCharacter has its Set Active function 
called with a false boolean, and the BuildMenu is made visible. If false is passed, the opposite 
occurs. 
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Figure 15: The Set Build Mode Active function of BuildCharacter. 
Remove All Entities Function 
The Remove All Entities function serves to destroy every actor created by the 
BuildCharacter. It loops through all created actors, removed behavior with a call to Remove 
Entity Behavior, and destroys the actor. When every actor has been destroyed, the array of 
created actors is cleared. 
Figure 16: The Remove All Entities function of BuildCharacter. 
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Remove Entity Behavior Function 
This function accepts a BuildEntity actor and attempts to remove it from each array of 
actors specific to each behavior. This function is called when destroying an actor and when 
assigning a new behavior. 
Figure 17: The Remove Entity Behavior function of BuildCharacter. 
Random Change Function 
The Random Change function is called once upon the In Game Engine starting. It creates 
a random unit vector and assigns it to the variable Random Direction for random behavior 
simulations. It also sets a timer, which will call this function from within itself to set another 
Random Direction value after a random period of time between 0.25 and 4 seconds. 
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Figure 18: The Random Change function of BuildCharacter. 
BuildMenu 
The BuildMenu is a widget that serves as a UI for the user during build mode. It includes 
five buttons, a description of controls in build mode, and multiple menus for performing actions 
in build mode. The UI was created with Unreal’s UMG and is mouse driven. 
Figure 19: The BuildMenu widget, as it appears in-game while controlling the BuildCharacter. Note the menu in the 
top-left of the screen and the buttons in the top-right of the screen. 
Button OnClicked Events 
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The OnClicked events are fired whenever a BuildMenu button is clicked. For the Create, 
Modify, Paint, and Animate buttons, the Blueprints implementation is almost identical. Clear 
Menus is called, the selected button’s menu is made visible, the selected button is highlighted, 
and the BuildCharacter has its mode set to an integer value corresponding to the selected 
button. 
The Quit button’s OnClicked event simply closes the In Game Engine. 
Figure 20: OnClicked event for the Create button. 
Menu-Specific Events 
The Create, Paint, and Animate menus have additional events powered by Blueprints. 
The Create menu features a drop-down list of actors for the BuildCharacter to create. When 
selecting an option, a switch is called on the selected string and the appropriate actor is then 
set for the BuildCharacter to create. 
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Figure 21: The OnSelectionChanged event associated with the Create menu. 
The Create menu also provides the user with a button to remove all created actors. 
Upon pressing this button, the Remove All Entities function is called on the BuildCharacter. In 
addition, the Create menu allows the user to specific what color to paint actors upon creating 
them. When the user selects a color, the OnSelectionChanged event pictured in Figure 22 is 
fired, and the BuildCharacter has its Selection Color variable set. 
Figure 22: Two additional events associated with the Create menu. 
The two OnSelectionChanged events in Figure 23 pertain to the Paint menu and 
Animate menu. The first is fired when the user selects a color from the Paint menu, and the 
name of the color is passed to the BuildCharacter. The second event is fired when the user 
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selected a behavior from the Animate menu, and the name of the behavior is passed to the 
BuildCharacter. 
Figure 23: Two events associated with the Paint menu and Animate menu. 
Clear Menus Function 
The Clear Menus function serves to assure that all menus are hidden before opening a 
new menu for the user. In addition, the function will reset button colors to assure that the 
selected button is the only one highlighted. 
Figure 24: The Clear Menus function of the BuildMenu widget.  
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BuildEntity 
The BuildEntity serves as a parent actor to actors spawned by the BuildCharacter. It has 
no physical representation and was created for child actors to be derived from it. BuildEntity 
actors contain a component variable called Base Component that holds a reference to a 
component. This component is used by a number of other sources that will be detailed later on. 
Set Active Function 
The Set Active function is a function inherited by all BuildEntity child actors that accepts 
a boolean value. It is called from the BuildCharacter on all BuildEntity instances when the In 
Game Engine switches between play mode and build mode. On switching to build mode, this 
function disables physical, collision, and gravity interactions for the Base Component of this 
actor. In essence, this “pauses” the actor in space. On switching to play mode, these 
interactions are enabled, essentially “un-pausing” the actor. 
Figure 25: The Set Active function of BuildEntity  
BuildEntity Child Actors 
The following Construction script and Set Color event are unique to child actors of the 
BuildEntity actor. Also listed below are implementations of the BuildEntity actor included in the 
In Game Engine. 
Construction Script 
The Construction Script is run on creation of an actor in Unreal. For child actors of 
BuildEntity, this script includes a call to set the inherited variable BaseComponent to the 
physical mesh of the BuildEntity child actor. According to the implementation of the BuildEntity 
actor, this physical mesh will vary. 
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Figure 26: A BuildEntity child actor’s Construction Script. In this case, the Cube actor is setting its Base Component to 
be its Cube mesh. 
Set Color Event 
The Set Color event is triggered by the BuildCharacter to set the color of the BuildEntity 
child actor. There are three color choices: white, blue, and yellow. These choices are derived 
from the appearance of the three materials included in the Set Material functions. As the 
materials must be applied to a unique mesh per implementation of a BuildEntity child actor, 
this script is found in each child actor. 
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Figure 27: A BuildEntity child actor’s Set Color event, represented by the Cube actor above. 
Cube and BigCube 
The Cube actor is an actor derived from the BuildEntity actor. It has a cube-shaped mesh 
with rounded edges. The mesh is provided with Unreal’s First Person Shooter sample and has 
been repurposed as a BuildEntity. The BigCube actor is identical to the Cube actor except that it 
has been scaled to twice the size of the Cube actor. Per Unreal’s weight calculations, this means 
that instances of the BigCube actor will weigh more than instances of the Cube actor. 
Figure 28: The Cube actor as it appears in the editor. 
Cubes were chosen for the In Game Editor as BuildEntity child actors because of their 
ability to be stacked and their unique tumbling physics when influenced by a behavior. 
Sphere and BigSphere 
The Sphere is another actor derived from the BuildEntity actor. It has a spherical mesh, 
which is a basic mesh provided by Unreal. The BigSphere actor is identical to the Sphere actor 
except that it has been scaled to twice the size of the Sphere actor, much like the relationship 
between the Cube and BigCube actors. The weight of a BigSphere actor is greater than a Sphere 
actor for physics calculations due to this. 
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Figure 29: The Sphere actor as it appears in the editor. 
Spheres were chosen for the In Game Editor as Buildentity child actors due to their low 
static friction and their habit of rolling around at the smallest provocation, unlike the 
cube-shaped actors mentioned above. 
BuildController 
The BuildController is a controller that allows the user to view the cursor while in build 
mode and click on objects. These are the only differences between the BuildController and the 
default Controller class. 
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Conclusion 
The In Game Engine successfully simulates some of the basics tasks performed by a 
game engine for a game developer. It allows the user to create multiple types of entities, and it 
manages these entities. The user is given the freedom to manipulate the color, position, 
rotation, and behavior of these entities; and the details of these tasks are handled by the In 
Game Engine. The In Game Engine draws inspiration from simple examples, and its 
implementation reflects this with an easy-to-use interface and recognizable offerings. Multiple 
demonstrations of the completed project have shown the In Game Engine to be easy to 
understand but also a powerful tool for creation. The In Game Engine sets out and succeeds to 
accomplish the given task of creating a game engine simulation within Unreal.  
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